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Non-pharmaceutical interventions are the current central strategy to stop transmitting the10

novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) globally. Despite remarkably successful approaches11

in predicting the ongoing pandemic’s spatiotemporal patterns, we lack an intrinsic under-12

standing of the travel restrictions’ efficiency and effectiveness. We fill this gap by examining13

the countries’ closeness based on disease spread using country distancing that is analogical to14

the effective resistance in series and parallel circuits and captures the propagation backbone15

tree from the outbreak locations globally. Our method estimates that 53.6% of travel restric-16

tions as of June 1, 2020, are ineffective. Our analytical results unveil that the optimal and17

coordinated travel restrictions postpone per geographical area by 22.56 [95% credible inter-18

val (CI), 18.57 to 26.59] days of the disease’s arrival time and protect the world by reducing19

1,872,295 (95% CI, 216,029 to 23,606,312) infected cases till June 1, 2020, which are signif-20
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icantly better than the existing travel restrictions achieving 12.87 (95% CI, 10.59 to 15.17)21

days of arrival time delay and 861,867 (95% CI, 238,250 to 3,879,638) infected cases reduc-22

tion. Our approach offers a practical guide that indicates when and where to implement23

travel restrictions, tailed to the real-time national context.24

The COVID-19, with 19,718,030 confirmed cases and 728,013 deaths worldwide, as of Au-25

gust 10, 2020, was first reported to the WHO (World Health Organization) on December 31,26

20191, 2. Today’s high population density and high volume, speed, and non-locality of human mo-27

bility provide perfect conditions for epidemic spreading3–6, and simultaneously raise challenges28

related to the development non-pharmaceutical intervention strategies on the timescale modern29

diseases spread7–9. Specifically, through the global mobility network (GMN), mainland China in-30

troduced 288 infected cases to other geographical areas from January 3, 2020, to February 13,31

202010, 11. As COVID-19 was declared a pandemic on March 11, 2020, more than half of the32

geographical areas was infected. The geographical areas exposed to massive airline transits from33

different infected countries are currently in high importation risk8. For example, the virus in the34

United States was mainly imported from European countries, including France, Austria, and the35

Netherlands12, 13, which was experiencing an exponentially growing number of infected cases with36

4,951,851 confirmed cases and 53,893 deaths till August 10, 2020.37

Although the practice of quarantine and social distancing protocols can drastically reduce the38

virus’ propagation locally14, the global pandemic patterns of COVID-19 are shaped by the GMN,39

which determines when and where the disease arrives globally15, 16. Consequently, the straightfor-40
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ward way for diminishing the international importation of COVID-19 is to impose radical travel41

restrictions (i.e., entry ban, global travel ban, and lockdown)17, 18, which enable to shrink the entry42

of airline passengers. According to our dataset, 187 geographical areas imposed the entry ban,43

111 geographical regions imposed the global travel ban, and 38 geographical areas imposed the44

full lockdown to prevent their citizens and tourists from traveling overseas as of June 1, 202019, 20.45

However, researchers demonstrated that these travel restrictions were only effective at the begin-46

ning of an outbreak21. Moreover, they would interrupt the healthcare aid and technical support,47

disrupt businesses, and cause extensive and profound social and economic damage22, 23. Therefore,48

it is crucial to assess and impose effective travel restrictions to avoid uncoordinated government49

responses to COVID-1924, leading to a substantial unnecessary cost.50

Measuring the travel restrictions’ effectiveness often relies on the specific epidemic models25–27,51

which require accurate estimation of the disease’s epidemiological parameters, such as the basic re-52

productive number (R0). However, the parameter estimations are often unreliable due to the daily53

changing under-reported cases and various errors arising from the lack of diagnosis tests7, 28–30.54

Furthermore, these models are hard to calibrate by the virtue of incomplete information (i.e., par-55

tial network topology31 or unknown dynamics17, 32). Overall, it is unclear how much details are56

required to achieve a certain level of predictive accuracy. Human mobility plays a crucial role in57

understanding the hidden spatiotemporal spreading patterns and enables us to predict the arrival58

time15 and estimate the number of infected cases33 without knowing the epidemiological parame-59

ters. It is remarkable that despite the complex topology of the mobility network, a dominant tra-60

jectory defined as the effective distance15 can always be identified from the outbreak location (OL)61
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to the target geographical area by discarding other redundant connections. This method reliably62

predicts the arrival time and epidemic wavefront without knowing the epidemiological parameters,63

which has already been demonstrated in both the 2009 H1N1 pandemic and the 2003 SARS epi-64

demic. On the other hand, the OL’s aggregate mobility outflow has also been a vital predictor for65

the cumulative number of infections in the destination location33, validated by the Wuhan’s outflow66

to each prefecture in mainland China. Despite advances of both approaches and their follow-up67

methods8, 34, 35, they are more suitable for the early stage of the pandemic of COVID-19 than the68

late stage when multiple OLs arise, increasing the level of complexity that promotes the needs of69

new mathematical tools.70

Global Disease Transmission Law and Country Distancing. We test the international spread-71

ing of the COVID-19 on the GMN (see Fig. 1A and Tab. S1) provided by the Official Aviation72

Guide. We define GMN as G = (N,E, F ), N denotes a set of countries, dependent territories, and73

special areas of geographical interest (geographical areas) and |N | = 250. Besides, E represents74

the airline link set, and Fmn (Fmn ∈ F ) expresses the airline passenger influx from area n to the75

area m. For a complex GMN with a single OL, the diseases may propagate to a geographical area76

through distinct paths, the shortest of which predicts the arrival time to the destination15. For area77

n and its connected area m, their effective distance is dm|n = 1− logPmn, indicating that a larger78

fraction of air travel Pmn (Pmn = Fmn∑
k Fkm

) means a smaller distance, and vice versa. Then, for79

an arbitrary area that can be reached by n through a path τ , the effective distance is the sum of80

effective lengths along the links of the shortest path, dm|n = min
τ

∑
(i,j)∈τ dj|i. We call this se-81
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ries connection law because it is analogical to the effective resistance in series circuits defined as82

R =
∑

i Ri, where Ri is the resistance that is connected along a chain.83

The number of OLs grows (see Fig. S2), which escalates importation risk for the other84

geographical areas, and simultaneously dwindle geographical areas’ distance to the risky sources.85

Examining the closeness to all existing OLs, we develop the parallel connection law for global86

disease transmission. For example, the disease propagates from two OLs, n and c, to the destination87

geographical area, m, with effective distance dm|n, and dm|c respectively. The overall likelihood88

of transmitting from both OLs satisfies edm|{n,c} ∝ 1
1

e
dc|n

+ 1

e
dm|n

(see supplementary information).89

This process is similar to the effective resistance in parallel circuits that R = 1
1

Rn
+ 1

Rc

. For the90

general case, we derive the series and parallel connection law for global disease transmission and91

formulate it as country distancing (see Fig. 1B)92

Dm|NI
= log

M
∑

ni∈NI

1

e
dm|ni

(1)

where NI = {i|∀i ∈ N&Iai > Ic} is the OL set at time t. As it is observed that the confirmed93

cases of COVID-19 rises exponentially after the 100th case is confirmed36, we set the threshold Ic94

equal to 100. Here, Iai is the active confirmed infected cases at area i, and M (M = 250) is the total95

number of geographical areas. See supplementary information [Eqs. (S1)-(S10)] for the details96

about Eq. (1). Note that a large set of OLs may lead to a small country distancing, and a larger97

portion of passenger influx leads to smaller effective distance and further may lead to a smaller98

country distancing.99

Two fundamental properties describe the main spread patterns of the COVID-19 pandemic:100
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the arrival time (Tm) and the infected cases (Im) in an arbitrary geographical area m. Increasing ev-101

idence shows that human mobility determines arrival times8, 15, 35 and infected cases33 when there is102

only one OL. However, these approaches are not suitable for the presence of multiple OLs because103

it is unclear how each OL contributes to the arrival time and infected cases in a geographical area.104

Our approach compresses multiple OLs to a single one and calculates the corresponding effective105

mobility using the series and parallel connection law for global disease transmission. As mass106

undetected, missing, undiagnosed, or unreported COVID-19 cases result in biased arrival times107

and infected cases in the collected real-world dataset28, 29, we simulate the spread of COVID-19108

by adopting the meta-population susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) model37 with the given epi-109

demiological parameters of COVID-1938. We surprisingly find that country distancing generates110

linear relationships with the simulated arrival times and the logarithm of the simulated infected111

cases with R2 > 0.8, regardless of the number of outbreak locations (see Fig. S2-S4),112

Tm = vNI
×Dm|NI

+ v0NI
(2)

113

log(Im) = uNI
×Dm|NI

+ u0NI
(3)

where vNI
and uNI

are the slopes, respectively, representing the rates of change of arrival times/infected114

cases relative to country distancing.115

Effectiveness and Efficiency of Travel Restrictions. Until June 1, 2020, 625 travel restrictions116

have been imposed (see Tab. S2 and Fig. S5), categorized into three types, i.e., entry ban, global117

travel ban, and lockdown. As illustrated in Fig. 1C [See Eqs. S(15)-(S17)], for the travel restric-118

tions imposed by area ns (marked in red circle), we assume that the entry ban only reduces the119
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passenger influx to banned areas from ns with strength α = 50%; the global travel ban reduces the120

passenger influx from all neighbor areas to enter ns with strength β = 75%; the lockdown reduces121

the passenger influx entering/leaving ns with strength γ = 90% for full lockdown. The entry ban122

implemented by the United States to mainland China on January 31, 2020, when mainland China123

is the only OL, is an illustrative example. By restricting passengers from mainland China entering124

the United States, the entry ban indirectly helps 29 areas (red square dot in Fig. 1D) by distancing125

them from the OL in the shortest path tree with a total of 15.95 country distancing increase. In126

order to assess the robustness of evaluation, we estimate the slopes for linear correlations for dif-127

ferent OLs, and derive the generic slopes with 95% confidence interval, i.e., v̄ (v̄ = 5.37 [95% CI,128

4.42 to 6.63)] and ū [ū = −2.84 (95% CI, -3.42 to -2.26)]. Given the slopes, the country distanc-129

ing increase (“vertical change” in Fig. 1F) in the each area could be mapped to the corresponding130

ATD and ICR (“horizontal change” in Fig. 1F) by Eqs. (S18)-(S27), and further their upper and131

lower limits.132

An overview of geographical areas’ country distancing increase caused by travel restrictions’133

is shown in Fig. 2A. Through all existing travel restrictions, 33.7% of passenger influx is reduced134

from GMN, the arrival times of the virus in the world are delayed by 12.87 (95% CI, 10.59 to 15.17)135

days in average, and infected cases are reduced with 861,867 (95% CI, 238,250 to 3,879,638)136

cases. However, about 53.6% of them are ineffective, resulting in zero country distancing increase137

(see Tab. S3, Fig. S6-S8). Fig. 2B-C shows the left 46.4% travel restrictions’ effectiveness and138

efficiency by representing the travel restrictions’ ATD/ICR against the cost of losing passenger139

influx. The means of lost passenger influx (vertical line) and the ATD/ ICR (horizontal line) divide140
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the travel restrictions into four blocks, i.e., effective and efficient block (top left), effective and141

inefficient block (top right), ineffective and efficient block (bottom left), and ineffective and inef-142

ficient block (bottom right). Besides the one imposed by mainland China, the lockdowns imposed143

by New Zealand (@NZ), South Africa (@ZA) produce crucial ATD for the world. Concurrently,144

lockdowns established by Italy (@IT), Turkey (@TR), Spain (@ES), and global travel ban en-145

forced by Turkey (*TR) carry about significant ICR for the world. However, these extreme travel146

restrictions also increase the economic burden with a high lost passenger influx. Several travel147

restrictions, e.g., the entry ban imposed by the United States (US-CN), Hong Kong (HK-CN), and148

Italy (IT-CN) to mainland China and the lockdown prescribed by Nepal (@CN), produces compa-149

rable ATD or ICR but with much fewer loss of passenger influx. Moreover, 553 (88.48%) travel150

restrictions generate less than 0.01 days of ATD and less than 1000 cases of ICR for the world,151

suggesting the ineffectiveness of travel restrictions.152

Fig. 2 indicates that entry bans to the OLs are most effective in distancing themselves and153

their descendants in the shortest-path tree than to other areas, such as South Korea, Japan, Iran,154

and Schengen Areas. Specifically, the United States, Netherlands, Australia, and Russia, imposed155

effective entry bans to mainland China, as shown in Fig. 1D and Fig. 2B-C. The findings suggest156

that the travel restrictions imposed by the areas with more descendant areas in the shortest path tree157

are more effective in distancing the world from coronavirus’s importation risk. The OLs, who are158

the sources of the shortest-path tree, have the most significant influence. By imposing the national159

lockdown on February 8, 2020, mainland China leads to 9.89 (95% CI, 8.14 to 11.66) days of160

ATD per geographical area and 552,883 (95% CI, 118,919 to 2,669,095) ICR in total, representing161
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76.8% of ATD and 64.1% of ICR generated by all travel restrictions. However, as the number162

of OLs grows, the areas’ country distancing drops, substantial effort causes relatively smaller and163

even tiny country distancing increase. For example, Italy, one of the 83 sources of the shortest164

path tree, imposed the national lockdown on March 23, 2020. This lockdown leads to 0.002 (95%165

CI, 0.002 to 0.003) days of ATD per geographical area and 68,563 (95% CI, 37,863 to 121,222)166

cases of ICR in total, accounting for nearly 0% of ATD and 7.9% of ICR generated by all travel167

restrictions. Our results indicate that two factors determine the effectiveness of travel restrictions.168

One is the position of a geographical area that imposed travel restrictions on the shortest-path169

tree; another is the implementation date. Insufficient consideration of both two factors leads to170

ineffectiveness and further inefficiency of travel restrictions.171

Optimal and Coordinated Travel Restrictions. We find that most of the existing travel re-172

strictions are inefficient for two reasons: (1) the travel restrictions are imposed by geographical173

areas in an uncoordinated way out of self-interest, failing to contribute to global good; (2) the sole174

travel restriction is not enacted in optimal time and optimal locations for the most significant self-175

interest. Furthermore, these inefficient travel restrictions have created a substantial unnecessary176

loss of passenger influx, ultimately damaging the global economy and social stability23, promot-177

ing us to design the strategical plans of when and where to impose each travel restriction, tailed178

to the real-time national context. Our coordinated travel restrictions can inflict the same amount179

of airlines as the existing travel restrictions but dramatically increase the country distancing and180

consequently increase ATD and ICR. Specifically, we formulate it as a bi-objective optimization181
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problem: maximizing the travel restrictions’ country distancing increase and minimizing the loss182

of airline passenger influx in GMN [see Eq. (S28)].183

By using the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II), we obtain non-dominated184

solutions for each travel restriction and present the approximate optimal solution, which has the185

largest country distancing increase in Fig. 3. Our numerical results show that the coordinated186

travel restrictions significantly outperform the existing travel restrictions in the three features, i.e.,187

lost passenger influx, the average ATD, and the total ICR. As shown in Fig. 3A-C, the coordinated188

travel restrictions reach the ATD of average 22.56 days (95% CI, 18.57 to 26.59), with 25.12% of189

lost passenger influx. The ICR of the coordinated travel restrictions is 1,872,295 (95% CI, 216,029190

to 23,606,312) cases, indicating an additional 16.67% of ICR till June 1, 2020. Unlike the existing191

travel restrictions suggesting that mainland China contributes most of ATD and ICR for the world,192

the coordinated travel restrictions work as a “whole-of-government” and “whole-of-society” ap-193

proach with many geographical areas contributing substantially to an increase of ATD and ICR for194

the world39. As shown in Fig. 3D, mainland China occupies the small portions of ATD and ICR195

contribution, declining to 4.68% and 3.39%, respectively, from 76.8 % and 64.1% when a coor-196

dinated approach is adopted. Concurrently, other geographical areas contribute more when using197

a coordinated approach. For example, France’s portion of ATD and ICR contribution could rise198

to 4.2% and 44.5%, respectively, from 0%. The United Kingdom’s contribution to ATD and ICR199

could rise to 2.5% and 5.2%, respectively, from 0%.200

Next, we examine when is the best time to impose travel restrictions by testing the differences201
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of ATD and ICR if the selected travel restrictions are imposed d days earlier (d < 0) or later (d > 0)202

than their original occurrence date in Fig. 3E-F. To avoid the intertwined effect of the growth of203

OLs, we only test the travel restrictions imposed when mainland China is the OL from January 21,204

2020, to February 22, 2020. We find that ATD/ICR increases as d is negative, indicating the earlier205

to impose travel restrictions, the more ATD/CIR would be produced, and vice versa. If the selected206

existing travel restrictions are imposed 14 days later, 0.014 (95% CI, 0.012 to 0.017) fewer days207

of ATD and 183,510 (95% CI, 29,810 to 1,097,869) fewer cases of ICR would be generated for208

existing travel restrictions. And 0.13 (95% CI, 0.11 to 0.15) fewer days of ATD and 1,409,822209

(95% CI, 114,646 to 19,901,571) fewer cases of ICR would be generated for coordinated travel210

restrictions. However, if the existing travel restrictions were imposed 14 days earlier, 0.80 (95%211

CI, 0.60 to 0.94) more days of ATD and 510,438 (95% CI, 98,668 to 2,734,525) more cases of ICR212

would be generated for the world. Checking the ICR against 6,057,853 infected cases on June 1,213

2020, the world would have about 8.4% infected individuals protected from the virus. Specifically,214

mainland China’s lockdown would contribute 0.74 more days of ATD and 417,599 more cases215

of ICR if it were imposed 14 days earlier. For the coordinated travel restrictions, 0.51 (95% CI,216

0.42 to 0.61) more days of ATD and 19,207,427 (95% CI, 950,681 to 419,847,738) more cases217

of ICR would be generated, providing the possibility of ending the spread of COVID-19 if travel218

restrictions are implemented in a coordinated way at the very early stage.219

Discussion. In summary, we quantify the effectiveness of travel restrictions (i.e., entry ban,220

global travel ban, and lockdown) concerning COVID-19 by measuring the reduction of airline221
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traffic as country distancing increase and further map the country distancing increase to the ar-222

rival time delay (ATD) and infected case reduction (ICR). We provide clues for the ineffectiveness223

and inefficiency of existing travel restrictions, which are premature and lead to an uncontrolled224

COVID-19 transmission through the analysis. Including the full lockdown imposed by mainland225

China27, 40, 41, which could significantly prevent further exportation of coronavirus to the rest of the226

world, only 11.36% of travel restrictions are effective. By maximizing travel restrictions’ country227

distancing increase and minimizing the loss of airline passenger influx, we find that well deploy-228

ment of entry bans to OLs with global joint efforts as early as possible is sufficient to fight against229

COVID-19 effectively. Detailed deployment of optimized travel restrictions enable the sustainable230

suppression of transmission at a low-level42, without the need for more radical approaches (e.g.,231

global travel ban), which are harmful to the economy.232

Three limitations can lead one to underestimate/overestimate travel restrictions’ effective-233

ness: (1) Incomplete and biased travel restrictions dataset; (2) Homogeneous assumptions on234

the strengths of different travel restrictions. (3) Ignorance of the combined effect between travel235

restrictions (international anti-contiguous policies) and local anti-contiguous policy, like social-236

distancing policy, work from home, and school closure43, 44. Nevertheless, this study, all the same,237

provides profound implications that help to stop COVID-19. It offers economical and efficient238

travel restrictions implementation to slow the spread of COVID-19 while preserving global socio-239

economic health. Specifically, it recommends that the outbreak locations should impose lockdowns240

as early as possible. The other geographical areas, which are not outbreak locations, should impose241

entry bans to outbreak locations as early as possible and tailor their entry bans by tracking OLs’242
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changes. Furthermore, as the pandemic of COVID-19 is more than a health crisis and may last to243

202245, geographical areas would continuously endure the coronavirus importation risk from other244

infected areas and social instability. It is impossible to curb the spread of COVID-19 with travel245

restrictions imposed by a single region. Thus, this study recommends that the joint global imple-246

mentation of travel restrictions in a coordinated way as a “whole-of-government” and “whole-of-247

society” approach is necessary to fight against COVID-19 and strengthen pandemic preparedness248

for the future39. Moreover, our methodology’s fundamental advantage is its independence of a249

disease’s epidemiological features and therefore provides insight for strategy preparedness and250

response plan for seasonal coronaviruses with high mutation rates.251
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Figure 1: Understanding how the changes in global mobility network caused by travel restrictions are mapped to arrival

time delay (ATD) and infected case reduction (ICR) for geographical areas through country distancing metric. (A)

Global mobility network (GMN) and growing outbreak locations. (B) Series and parallel connection law for country

distancing metric. (C) Ways of travel restrictions, i.e., entry ban, global travel ban, and lockdown, reduced passenger

influx from GMN. (D) Visualization of shortest path tree to show the country distancing increase at geographical area.

The geographical area is marked in red if it has country distancing increase. (F) Mapping country distancing increase

to ATD and ICR through the linear correlations between country distancing with arrival times and log-transformed

infected cases. Each dot represents the geographical area. The geographical areas belonging to the same continent are

in the same color.
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Figure 2: Effectiveness and efficiency of existing travel restrictions. (A) Overview of existing travel restrictions’

impact on each geographical area. The size of circle at each area is proportional to its country distancing increase.

The curved lines depict the effort of travel restrictions from one area to another area. (B)(C) Existing travel restrictions’

arrival time delay (B) and infected case reduction (C) at the cost of losing passenger influx. The dot size is proportional

to the number of influenced geographical areas, whose country distancing raise due to the travel restriction. Among the

marks, for example, the “US-CN” represents the entry ban imposed by US to CN (mainland China); “*KP” represents

the global travel ban imposed by North Korea; “@CN” represents the lockdown imposed by mainland China. For

clear visualization, geographical areas are presented by two-letter codes.
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Figure 3: Optimized travel restrictions, which are deployed in an coordinated approach, in comparison to existing

travel restrictions in six manners. The six manners are arrival time delay (A) and infected case reduction (B), lost

passenger influx (C), geographical area’ contribution in inducing arrival time delay and infected case reduction by

imposing travel restrictions (D), and additional average arrival time delay (E) and total infected case reduction (F) if

the selected travel restrictions’ occurrence dates are d days after original occurrence date. Here, d < 0 implies that the

travel restrictions are imposed d day earlier than original occurrence date. Each coordinated and targeted solution of

travel restriction, which comprises a set of coordinated entry bans, is the non-dominated solution with NSGA- II.
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Figure 1

Understanding how the changes in global mobility network caused by travel restrictions are mapped to
arrival time delay (ATD) and infected case reduction (ICR) for geographical areas through country
distancing metric. (A) Global mobility network (GMN) and growing outbreak locations. (B) Series and
parallel connection law for country distancing metric. (C) Ways of travel restrictions, i.e., entry ban, global
travel ban, and lockdown, reduced passenger in�ux from GMN. (D) Visualization of shortest path tree to
show the country distancing increase at geographical area. The geographical area is marked in red if it
has country distancing increase. (F) Mapping country distancing increase to ATD and ICR through the
linear correlations between country distancing with arrival times and log-transformed infected cases.



Each dot represents the geographical area. The geographical areas belonging to the same continent are
in the same color.

Figure 2

Effectiveness and e�ciency of existing travel restrictions. (A) Overview of existing travel restrictions’
impact on each geographical area. The size of circle at each area is proportional to its country distancing
increase. The curved lines depict the effort of travel restrictions from one area to another area. (B)(C)



Existing travel restrictions’ arrival time delay (B) and infected case reduction (C) at the cost of losing
passenger in�ux. The dot size is proportional to the number of in�uenced geographical areas, whose
country distancing raise due to the travel restriction. Among the marks, for example, the “US-CN”
represents the entry ban imposed by US to CN (mainland China); “*KP” represents the global travel ban
imposed by North Korea; “@CN” represents the lockdown imposed by mainland China. For clear
visualization, geographical areas are presented by two-letter codes. Note: The designations employed and
the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on
the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.



Figure 3

Optimized travel restrictions, which are deployed in an coordinated approach, in comparison to existing
travel restrictions in six manners. The six manners are arrival time delay (A) and infected case reduction
(B), lost passenger in�ux (C), geographical area’ contribution in inducing arrival time delay and infected
case reduction by imposing travel restrictions (D), and additional average arrival time delay (E) and total
infected case reduction (F) if the selected travel restrictions’ occurrence dates are d days after original
occurrence date. Here, d < 0 implies that the travel restrictions are imposed d day earlier than original



occurrence date. Each coordinated and targeted solution of travel restriction, which comprises a set of
coordinated entry bans, is the non-dominated solution with NSGA- II.
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